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Objective: 

Chapter One 

Introduction 

The objective of this paper is to find out the leadership style of corporate leaders of 

!)haka, the capital city of Bangladesh. 

It is the burning need of our corporate society to establish their credibility for the future. 

kind of pap~r will help the present as well as the future leaders in ow' cOWltry to lead any 

mess or endeavor,by analyzing leader's behavior, style and fashion. 

1bat the form of problems, the techniques and goals ofleadership are a matter of public 

° terest in our society is a proposition few will challenge. Customarily this interest is given 

ession by recurrent cans for "wiser", "firmer", more ''flexihle'', and other kinds of 

e ership. Businessmen and trade unionists, professors and Boy Scouts, social workers and 

_. erals, all have on many occasions in the recent past voiced a desire for more and better 

~ ership in their respective spheres. From the starting of Bangladesh movement urgent demand 

- apab1e" leadership, some of which had unmistakably fascist oVeJ.10nes, were widely heard. 

° -" e were still a livc ceho in the cars of thosc who, only a short whilc latcr began to dcvclop 

:enious tests to select leadership for war. Today, it is still not entirely clear whether the voices 

_ ak loudest are those seeking a leadership for peace or whether they call, once again, fol' 

;al guidance. Time will clarify this painful amhiguity. 

Leadership is a subject that has long excited interest among people. The term connotes 

:"_ of powerfu~ dynamic individuals who command victorious armies, direct corporate 

_..,o°"<"P<:_ om atop gleaming skyscrapers, or shapes the course of nations. The exploits of brave 
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l-adcrs are the essenee of many legends and myths. The widespiead fascination with 

r...".~"li., i·~ may be because it is such a mysterious process, as well as one that touches everyone's 

lions about leadership have long been a subject of speculation, hut scientific 

L_a.,-.~-I!-. on leadership did not begin until the twentieth century. The focus of much of the 

been on the determinants of leadership effectiveness. Social scientists have 

.£l:!=;;~~ ro discover what traits, abilities, behaviors, sources of power, or aspects of a situation 

O::~a.I·ne how well a leader is able to influeIlce followers and accomplish group objectives. The 

J.:::I:s::l!:lS wh_ some people emerge as leaders and the determinants of the way a leader aets are 

i.rn:portant questions that have been investigated, but the predominant concern has been on 

J::ICe:::s.h;'ip effectiveness. 

nme progress has heen made in prohing the mysteries surrounding leac1ership, hut many 

,;::o::s:!lIOOS' remain unanswered. 

The sources relevant to this subject are recent professional articles, books and expert' s 

Titte:n on leadershiIJ. PaJ:ti\.iularly nle focu~ will be oIlleader'~ bdlaviOl, ~Lyk and 

• ev,' of Application: 

Literature is used to determine key factor that contributes to execution of leadersltjp. 

.. earch a questionnaire (10 to 1" CJ.nestions) ha~ heen c1evelopec1 that was 

a:J::==~ned to 10/15 corporate leaders of Dhaka City randomly to determine the leaders way of 

...... -,~- aIlY aim or target or goal. 
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- nons of Tcnns: 

Leadership : Richards & Engle, 1986, p.206 state: "Leadership is about articulating 

.UA./ll.3.. embodying values and creating the environment within which things can be 

li<;hed. Rut according to Drath &. Palus, 1994, pA, leadership is the process of making 

of what people are doing together so that people will understand and be committed. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

C e of the most important of these implications is this: since scientific study of 

· ...... -'>-<rh, ..... derives in part from the pressures and tensions experienced by plain people, it behaves 

questions about the current concern with leadership. An answer to these questions, 

11> ..... :--"'.,...,.. proximate and tentative it must now be, may serve to sensitize us to certain of the 

,_.-.+- ... ompulsiollS guiding th~ sOl:ial sci~Iltist' S study of leadt:I'Ship, and thereby enhance 

ding of the directions it has taken, it is not suggested, however, that these 

• OTIS will provide criteria whereby the validity of scientific work about leadership may 

. oed. This must be gauged with a different set of measures. 

earl, what may he secured is some insight into the socia.l conditions, which have 

!d modern social science to defme leadership in one way rather than in another; to 

=;::G:!:.5lZe certain of its facets but to neglect some; to employ particular concepts, hypotheses, 

~",.,.,rntions while leaving alternative possibilities unexplored. Such knowledge may provide 

e clues explaining the emphases or the laclUIa~ in scit:ntific wurk on leadership. It is 

-causc tentatively maps out the pitfalls by which this investigation may be impeded. 

_ . md very importantly, it suggests some of the concrete social responsibilities, which a 

. ~tist that studies leadership may wish to take into account. Alternatively formulated, 

of what people mean when they speak ofleadership may serve made hy other social 

d in selecting our own specification of this concept. 

~ '. then, are people in our society and in our time interested leadership? First, it may 

extensive and articulate concern with leadership is a phenomenon conditioned by 

10 



- :ratic values. Typically, men and women of Western European society believe that 

__ :Jf:::;:, - ~ leadership behavior may be learned, that one does not have to be "born to the 

__ _ ~ to lead. This, in contradiction to the feudal conception of leadership, whieh held 

kilL was the disti11ed product of generations of rule. While potentially shaIpened 

rience, the feudal approach held that leaders "must possess the inborn instinct". 

"pr::!~ IJoo'V ....... ~al forces as fundamentally irrationa4 the feudal conception of leadership 

.Karl Mannheim has pointed out, that only traditionally inherited instinct can be of 

1::!::~ti:::kg: the future" (Karl Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia, New York, 1946, pp. 107-

logy of leadership served to legitimate and thereby reinforce the dominant status 

_r::c:-.z:~.' aristocracy, fortifying it against new contenders for power and position . 

. ~ who finally supplanted this aristocracy throughout Western Europe, the ascending 

to confront and take account of the existent justification of the old aristocratic 

"iIi::~~ . part of their conflict with the feudal nobility, the bourgeoisie supported a 

_ ! adership as learnable behavior, which through thought, discussion, and rational 

.... IZJO::ICo.. :{)uld master the social process. In this sense, then, leadership was accessible to all 

intellect-the "natural alistoi" of Thomas Jeffta1;un. TIris new con~l;ipiioll uf 

had its social functions: simultaneously it served as an ideological weapon 

. hed elite and as a justification stabilizing the power to which the middle class 

. ef in the possibility and legitimacy of a "learned" leadership is a necessary 

~......,t wncem and demands for new and better leaders. Unless it was believed 

.. rcot=;> llill wuld be acquired, leadership could not have become what it is remedy, 

_ clated by wide social strata. Leadership, in short, is as much a social problem as 

11 



;,,-::::&::+:~_. 'TT'! cnL housing, or raee relations. Like other social problems become such, not alone 

- ... : impair some social entity or disrupt some settled routine, but also because they 

__ -.~_- or transgress an important value (Richard C. Fuller and Richard R. Myers, 'The 

'~ of a social problem', pp. 7R0-7R7, New York 1949). Which of our values has the 

.-... ........ _~- world so affronted as to evoke the clamor for leadership? Here let us know some of 

~~erial factors, which can be used to execute the leadership. 

P1anning means cl~al'ing the task. ue~H,;ti.plioll, the pro~e~s of the task and Ule time to 

'l>:.te the ta~\;", -r\anrung mc\uues managcna\ ucelslon.-maKlng about objectives, which one 

will get the priorities, what strategies will be used to complete the process, fonnal structure of 

allocation of resources requires to task completion, proper assignment of responsibilities 

:::ific and correct as possihle scheduling of the activities. The purpose of planning is to 

_r:T-. " ~ ~lent organization of the work unit, proper coordination of activities, efficient and 

. zation of resources and adaptation to a new environment where it requires. Planning 

ognitive activity, which involved in processing of infonnation, analyzing it in such a 

c vision will be clear and deciding what Lo do ur whal is the position. Planning seldom 

I _mgle behavior episode: rather it tends to be a prolonged process spanning weeks or 

:e planning is mostly a cognitive activity that seldom occurs as a single discrete 

",1IXl1::,. " " - difficult to observe (Snyder & Glueck, 1980.). 

are many varieties of planning. Strategic planning includes the determination of 

_Iq;l:' _ _ !'Ctlves, perfonnance strategies and broad policies for the organizational unit. Other 

.r--o,,_~,.t' planning is called by organizing, which includes the design of fonnal structure at 

w;,::IC!:u:.IlOn level and the content of individual jobs at the group level. Planning also 
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lopment of procedures for avoiding potential problems or disasters. Finally, 

.: '-_ efforts by a manager to determine in advance how to allocate his/her own time 

..... III::r= -~'<:ibilities and activities. 

~~..,.,: lYing involves identifying work-related problems, analyzing them in a 

:imely manner and decisively to implement solutions and deal with crises. 

- g often involves crises or disturbances that cannot be ignored, in contrast to 

likely to be stimulated by the discovery of au oppOltmIity to be exploited of by 

-IC:;?=-;.c:-~ 0 a future problem to be avoided. Problem solving is a reactive behavior with a 

_-.;-=:::::: ,"",,",,,=\p.ctive, whereas planning is a proactive behavior with a long-tenn perspective. 

-~...,. of time, problem solving typically occurs more quickly than planning. The 

-een planning and prohlem solving is more a matter of different point~ on a 

a ~harp dichotomy. Nevertheless, the distinction is helpful for understanding 

- been less research on the consequence of problem solving behavior than on 

m olving by the manager was related to managellal effectiveness in most 

' th an independent criterion ofmanagcrial effectiveness (Carroll & Gillen, 1987; 

-: Morse & Wagner, 1978; YukI, Wall & Lepsinger, 1990). 

the communication of plans, policies and role expectations. The purpose of 

. guide and coordinate work activity and make sure people know what to do and 

(4 major subcategories of clarifying for subordinates are the following: 

. sponsibilities for subordinates or team members, 
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.... ~ ~"""~ 'I,Q"'~Lce goals and authorizing action plans for accomplishing them, 

tions in how to do a task. 

havior is likely to be more important when there is substantial role 

• conflict for members of the work unit. Less clarifying is necessary if the 

~ aborate rules and regulations dictating how the work should be done and 

~ familiar with them or if subordinates are highly trained professionals who have 

ncir jobs without much direction from superiors. 

nitoring involves gathering information about the operations of the manager's 

' 1. including the progress of the work, the petio1lnance of individual 

quality of products or services and the success of projects or programs. 

. es much of the information needed for the planning and problem solving, 

. so important for managerial effectiveness (Meredith & Mantel, 1985), 

ere<! from monitoring is used to identify problems and opportunities as well as 

~ modify objectives, strategies, plans, policies and procedures. Monitoring, in 

"w ed by the developmenL of deLailed acLion plans Lo help a manager idenLify 

• • '~::!:i::-..!::lce indicators and to provide a standard against which actual progress can be 

't:::JOrul{)f1fl' g is insufficient, a manager will be unable to detect problems before they 

'1oring provides the information needed to evaluate suhordinate 

• C?gIlize achievements, identify performance deficiencies, assess training needs, 

1III.s:lt:;:~" ~ and to allocate reward such as a pay increase or promotion. The appropriate 

14 



degree of internal monitoring will depcnd on the competence of the subordinates and the nature 

of the vlork. 1\.1ore frequent monitoring is desirable when subordinates are inexperienced and 

insecure, when mistakes have very detrimental consequences, when the tasks of subordinates are 

highly interdependent and require close coordination, and when disruptions in the workflow are 

likely, due to equipment breakdowns, accidents, materials shortages, personnel shortages and so 

forth. Internal monitoring indirectly affects a manager' s performance by facilitating the effective 

use of other behaviors such as recognizing, rewarding, clarifying and problem solving. 

Now this is the time to discuss the antecedents of leadership for better undtrrStanding the 

concept and style of leadership of Dhaka thc capital city of Bangladesh. 

Antecedents of Leadership: 

1bis paper focused on some major terms to determine the style of leadership of 

predetermined geographical area. These teons are a~ follows: 

/Age: 

Research has shown that age and leadership is interdependent. The study is behind this 

paper shows that to be a corporate leader age is a great factor. Different leaders choose different 

leadership style based on their age group. No one could be successful in his/her first leadership 

technique, but they managed to modify makc it successful. In this research program there is no 

specific age group, which can help to fmd out leaders particular age group. Researcher found 

leaders from 18 to 59 years age group the juniors are the entrepreneur. 

Guidance to employees: 

In this research most of the leaders like to provide guidance to their employees about 

what should be done and how to do it in details. A few leaders are feeling strongly agree with 
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this comment but most of the number likes to agree this proposal in general. The younger fellows 

are very strong in this situation. 

Standard ofPerfonnance: 

T ..caders one of the main jobs iR to maintain the standard of performance. Corporate 

leaders of Dhaka City mostly like to maintain the standard of perfonnance by scheduling, 

directing themselves to the subordinates, very few of them were neutral in this preference. This 

is the term, which mainly determine the success of any leadership decision. This is why, leaders 

are often wanted to relax in this decision, and they want to be snict in this option. 

Confidence on the Employees: 

Confidence on the employees is a major key to take decision, which leadership style will 

be more suitable to execute. In this research very few leaders strongly agree or disagree to keep 

their confidence on their employees, hut most of them are confident about their employees that 

employees are able to keep their performance good if the leader do not direct them. 

Concern to subordinates: 
./ 

This is proved in many times that showing concern to the subordinates for their well 

being and needs increast: productivity. hI this sW'vey, excqJt very few in number most of the 

leaders like to show their concern to the subordinates rest were either neutral or strongly agreed 

this proposition but very interesting is nobody oppose this point strongly or generally. 

Equality in work place: 

PORitioning in the work place iR one of the crucial toolR in any work place, which can 

increase or decrease the total productivity or output of any project or job. For our working 

em-ironment this is important of the important and is a great dilemma. This research found out 



that though majority agrees strongly, treatment of equality in work place, but still there is some 

confusion. The result researcher found is a mixed fonn of expectancy. 

~cceptance of Leaders: 

How a leader acceptahle is very important for any kind ofteadership decision hecau.~e it 

measures the success of that decision. All of the leaders of this survey consider them most 

friendly and approachable boss to their employees/subordinates or/colleagues. It means they are 

used to consider others benefit and other facilities, unless he/she could not become the friendly 

or approachable. 

Consultation with the employees: 

When any problem arises in the organization a successful leader should consult with the 

employees if previous sections were positive. All of the leaders under this survey program agree 

in general or strongly that they consult with their employees first when there rises any prohlem in 

the company or organization. 

Employees Participation in Decision Making Process and their Idea: 

Participation in decision making process of the employees is a vital role player in any 

organization. It usually increases the acceptance of the decision, job satisfaction as well as the 

productivity of that company. Considering employee's idea into decision making process 

increase employee's morality and it gives more accurate option to solve any problem. This paper 

shows that all the corporate leaders of Dhaka City encourage employees to take pal1 in the 

decision-making process and generated idea also hecome into the consideration. 

Encourage perfomring the Best: 

Encourage petforming at the highest level and setting challenging goals and emphasizing 

excellence of employee's petfonnance would help to achieve organizational goals. These are the 



~1!:C:cl;l4 '" organizational pctfonnance effectively and efficiently. All the corporate 

- ' <:t:.."~~'~~\.~~~~~~~~~'-~~~~~~~ 

abilities increase the total output, which also shows in the survey paper. 

Summary: 

1bis chapter has briefly summarized the vast literature on leaders behavior and believes. 

It also described how leaders are thinking about th~ir leadership style. Still leadership is a new 

concept in our society. Leadership theory first came in after the Second World War. Huge test is 

required to make a decision. Still now new theories on leadership concept, style and behavior are 

inventing by different researchers. 

In this chapter, leadership wa~ focu~ed on the hasis of age, guidance to employees, 

standard of perfonnance, confidence on the employees, concern to subordinates and equality in 

work place. More over acceptance of leaders, consultation with the employees, employee's 

participation in decision making process and their idea, encourage performing the best and 

confidence demonstration is also discussed. hl the discUliSioIl, it appears to be a general 

agreement among all the scholars that to be a corporate leader all the above mentioned terms has 

to be fulfilled. However, beyond the research literature and studies, leadership is important in 

everyday life of every one, it is an indicator of how a person is carrying hislher job efficiently 

and effectively_ 

In this current situation, the writer is expecting to assess leadership style of corporate 

leaders ot Vhaka, the capital CIty ot liangladesh based on the questionnaires and the findings will 

be discussed to the next chapter. 



Introduction: 

Chapter Three 

Application Section 

To further explore the dynamics of corporate leadership style of Dhaka City, a survey 

was conducted among randomly selected 15 corporate leaders of Dhaka City from different field. 

The infonnation highlighted the current condition of leadership style of corporate leaders of 

Dhaka City. Also, the infonnation will assist in the future development of procedures for an 

asst:ssment of ~01poratt: leadt:rslIip style uf Dhaka City. 

Procedure: 

A survey questionnaire was prepared and distributed to 11 corporate leaders (See 

Appendix A for a sample of the survey questions). For each corporate leader participation was 

ahsolutely voluntary and suhjects were told that the purpose of the study was to find out the 

corporate leadership style of Dhaka City. Al1llleaders responded to the survey. 

The questions in the survey were very clear, specific and based on infonnation found in 

the literature review and very common but important to build up any corporate leadership 

~hara~teJ.'. TIlt: lJ.ut:stiolls wert: desigut:d Lu [md uut tlIt: tedUlllJ.UeS, corporate leaders of Db aka 

City, employ to achieve their goal. The results were measured on a five point Likert-type scale 

ranging from 1 "strongly disagree" to 5 "strongly agree". Anonymity was guaranteed and no one 

did not have access to the others response. A brief face to face meting took place in every where 

the writer expected others attention. The major insights emerging from this survey are presented 

to the next section. 



Results: 

Question one and two asked for demographic information. Out of the 11 questionnaires 

retwned all of them. Question one, showed that two leaders (18%) were in 18 - 29 years of age 

group, one leader (9%) were in 30 - 39 years of age group, six leaders (55%) were in 40 - 49 

years of age group, two leaders (18%) were in 50 - 59 years of age group. 

()uestion two asked, about their time period they were providing, in corporate leadership 

position. One (9%) leader have been working 1 - 3 years, five (45%) leaders have been working 

4 - 9 years, two (2%) lead~rs haw b~cal wurking 10 - 15 years, three (27%) leaders have been 

working more than 15 years of time period. 

In queGtion three, I like to provide guidance to employees about what should be done and 

how to do it in details. Seven (64%) leaders agreed and fow' (36%) leaders strongly agreed. 

There were no disagree or strongly disagree answers. 

Regarding question four, I prefer to maintain the standard of performance by scheduling. 

directing myselfto my subordinates, out of eleven leaders eight (73%) agreed, one (9%) leader 

strongly agreed and two (18%) were neutral. 

To response question five, I do not have confidence on my employees whether they 

would be able to do thcir job if I don't tcll them what and how to do on person/and or details. 

One (9%) leader strongly disagree, seven (64%) disagreed and two (18%) were neutral in this 

comment. On the other hand one (9%) leader strongly agreed this comment. 

In question Rlx, eight (73%) leaders agreed, two (18%) leaders strongly agreed and one 

(9%) leader were neutral. They like to show concern to their subordinates for their well being 

and needs. 
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Survey qucstion scvcn, I trcat all cmployccs cqual at work placc. Fivc (45%) lcadcrs 

agreed, three (27%) leaders strongly agreed and one (9%) was neutral. On the other hand at this 

comment two (18%) leaders was strongly disagreed. 

Turning question eight, J regard myself most friendly and approachable hoss to my 

employees/subordinate or/colleagues. Nine (81%) leaders agreed and two (18%) strongly agreed 

that they are most approachable and friendly boss employees/subordinate/colleagues. 

In question nine, I usually consult my employees ftrSt when there arises any problem in 

the company. Eight (72%) leaders agreed and twu (18%) slrongly agreed and one of the eleventh 

leader was ncutral in this answer. 

Question ten (l encourage employees to take part in the decision making process) was 

answered as strongly agreed by three (27%) leaders and eight (72%) leaders agreed. 

J helieve serious consideration should he given to the employee's ideas when marking 

decisions (question eleven), One (9%) leader strongly agreed, seven (63%) leaders agreed and 

three (27%) leaders were neutral with this question. 

In response to the question twelve, (Always I encourage employee to petfOtnl at their 

highest level). Five (45%) leaders stmngly agreed and five (45%) leaders agreed lhallhey always 

encourage their employees to pcrform at their highcst level but one (9'}-u) leader disagrec this 

answer. 

No one strongly disagreed or disagreed with question thirteen, I strongly believe that 

setting chal1enmnp aoa1s :mi! emnhas171no- eyc.ellenc.e of emnlovee's nerformance is an effective e,." t.,..I Co ......, ....., l' 

way of achieving or organizational goal. However two (18%) strongly agreed and nine (81 %) 

agreed this answer. 



Last question was nurnbcr fourteen asks about weather like to demonstrate confidence in 

employee abilities. Among the 11 corporate leaders of Dhaka City one (9%) strongly agreed, 

seven (63%) agreed and one (9%) were neutral. But two (18%) leaders were disagreed with this 

answer. 

The above description is simply the report of the survey questions. However, question 

fifteen, sixteen and comments questions are one of the focuses of the analysis section of this 

paper. 

Analysis: 

According to the survcy questionnaire cleven corporate leaders responded twelve (except 

their biographical queries) questions. They had only five options to answer by Likert-type scale 

ranging from 1 "strongly disagree" to 5 "strongly agree". Out of all the answers "strongly 

disagreed" total 1 %, "disagreed" total 9%, "strongly agreed" total 20%, "agreed" total 62% and 

total ''neutral'' were 8% (See table 1). Additionally, the answers to the following questions can 

provide a better understanding about the corporate leadership style of Dhaka City. 

Additional Criteria: 

In the questionnairt; question number fifteen was designed for evaluate each corporate 

leader's role model ofhislher own consideration. Again question sixteen was designed to 

evaluate when they consider one a failure leader. In the following sections these two questions 

will discuses in details. 

What I like most of a successful1eader: 

In this section each and every corporate leader had full freedom to write what ever like. 

In this section most of the tenus raised are loyalty ot a leader, honesty, dedication of work and 

motivation to motivate all the subordinates or friends or colleagues. Moreover well behavior, 



confidence on own pcdonnancc, well communication power, good reputation to the socicty and 

participation in all the tasks ordering to complete are also very necessary to build up a good 

corporate leadership style or personnel. It is not necessarily that every body has to have all of 

these powers but every one supported that a reputed corporate leader should maintain at the 

highest attempt to attain all the sources of corporate leadership. 

What I like least of a failure leader: 

Again in this section there was no obligation. According to the answers, most important 

telms and reasons to become a failure leader are dishom:sty to the subordinates or clients or 

others who don't have even any relation with this business and lack oflcadcrship quality, which 

includes controlling power, missing commitment, bad temperature, insincerity and failure to 

delegate. 

It should he clear that there were two neutra.l persons, who didn 't attempted in this 

section. 
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Summary: 

The following table is based on survey questions it shows respond to the questionnaires ' 

rating scale of the corporate leaders of Dhaka City. If strongly and not strongly merged in 

together then the agreed part is R?% and disagreed portion are 1 0%, except R% neutral answers 

of the corporate leaders. 

Table 1: Corporate Leadership Style at a Glance. 

Status Percentage 

Agree 82% 

Disagree 10% 

Neutral 8% 

Corporate Leadership at a Glance 

Neutral 
8% 

Agree 
82% 

Disagree 
10% 

Table 2 presents the mean average of all the questions of the survey is presented on a five points 

Likert-type scale. On this mean average table, the higher the average mean, the higher the agree 

is. Each question consisted offive points on the basis of Likert-type scale. One to five points 

.. , --



have been assigned to each question where 1 point is given to strongly disagree and 5 point 

strongly agrees. Now, multiplying the number of respondents with the each scale point for each 

question, then add up the total points the one question. Then divide those points by the total 

number of respondents (11 respondent'l in all questions) and this re!om1t is called the mean 

average of that particular question. Also, the table is arranged according to the highest mean 

average to the lowest. 

Table 2: Mean average of the survey questions. 

Question Survey questions Mean Average 

3 Like to provide guidance to the employees about peIfOlIllance 4.36 

4 Prefer to maintain the standard of perfonnance 3.91 

5 Don't have confidence on my employees 2.36 

6 Like to show concern to my subordinates 4.09 

7 Treat all equal at work place 3.82 

--
8 Regard myself most friendly and approachable 4.18 

9 Usually consult my employees in case of arising any problem 4.09 

10 Encourage employees to take part in decision making process 4.27 

11 Serious consideration should be given to the employees idea during 3.82 

the decision making process 

12 Encourage employees to perform at highest level 4.27 

13 Challenging goals and emphasizing excellence is an effective way of 4.18 

achievement 

14 Like to demonstrate confidence in employee ability 3.64 I 



Prom this table, one ean visualize the entire survey results. It reveals those corporate 

leaders of Dhaka City, for the most part; corporate leaders like to provide guidance to the 

employees about performing their job. On the other hand, the lowest mean score in question 5. 

This question is, I do not have confidence on my employees whether they would be able to do 

their job if I don't tell them what and how to do in person and or details. This shows the least 

accepted item in this survey. In this table, question 1 and 2 are disregarded because of their 

demographic nature. Also question 15, 16 and comment section are not included because of their 

write-in nature. 

HowevCf, the results presented in the abovc table show the corporate leaders reaction on 

a 5 point Likert-type scale. From this table, corporate leaders of Dhaka City look more or less in 

custom forms. 

An in all, it iR Rafe to conclude that overall corporate leader of Dhaka City are URing 

mixed corporate leadership style but in uniformed package. 



RESULTS 

Survey questions SD D N A SA 

Like to pro",lide guidance 0 () () 7 4 v v 

- - - -"- --- -
Prefer to maintain the standard of perfonnance 0 0 2 8 1 

Don't have confidence on employees 1 7 2 0 1 

Like to show concern to subordinates 0 0 1 8 2 

Treat all equal at work place 0 2 1 5 3 

regard most friendly and approachable to others 0 0 0 9 2 

Usually consult employees in case of arising any problem 0 0 1 8 2 

Encourage employees to take part in decision making 0 0 0 8 3 

process 

Employees idea should gel priorilY in decision making 0 0 3 7 1 

Encourage employees to perfoffil at highest level 0 1 0 5 5 

Challenging goals and emphasizing excellence is the way 0 0 0 9 2 

to achieve 

Like to demonstrate confidence in employee ability 0 2 1 7 1 

Where, 

SD = Strongly Disagree 

D = Disagree 

N = Neutral 

A = Agree 

SA - Strongly Agree 
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Chapter Four 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusion: 

In this study, there was no significant level of contrast between the findings of the 

literature review and the fmdings of application section. However, corporate leaders of Dhaka 

City were uniformed in their leadership style. Table 1. clearly showed that the highest mean 

average on all of the corporate leader of Dhaka City like to provide guidance to the subordinates 

or employees about what should be doue And how to do it in details, encourage employees to 

take part in thc decision making process. They also encourage employees to perfonn at their 

highest level at the same time most of them regard them most friendly and approachable to 

others. Again it is clear that they also disagree with the answer, which is don't have confidence 

on employees whether they would be able to do their joh if it is not demonstrate clearly in 

person! and or details. 

However, it is safe to conclude that corporate leaders' of Dhaka City are trying to 

establish a good and highly moral corporate leadership style. 

From chapter three, it is clear th~!_~.~l'orate leadership does not depend on a specific 

factor. Rather it is a combination of many other factors, such as loyalty, honesty, dedication, 
---=", . -

~otivational quali!y, c~nfidence, ~oml!l.unication power and well behavior. Moreover, it is , 

proved that most important is participation in every where it is needed. All these factors are 

playing role for huild up good corporate leadership style. An the leaders explained very clearly 

how those factors are affecting each and every leadership style. 

From this research, it is observed that careful evaluation on corporate leadership style of 

Dhaka City can defmitely assist anybody to identify hislher own position of leadership ranking. 



Recommendation: 

Eighty two percent of the respondents agreed the comments used in this survey 

questionnaire. Whereas, ten percent of the total respondent disagreed and eight percent were 

neutral (see table I). 

Even though this study was not a significant contrast between the findings of the 

literature review and the fmdings of application section, some other factors came ill light by the 

comment section of the questionnaire. 

hi the comment st:diull all the 1,;00purate leaders of Dhaka City recommended some major 

and important factors, which is very essential in any society to build up corporate leadership 

style. Communication power, confidence, dedication and well behavior are the factors which are 

playing the major powerful roles in building up a common and acceptable corporate leadership 

style. 

Last but not the least; it can be said that anybody has the qualities mentioned in the 

questionnaire and the factors came into the light by the comment section is enough to build up a 

corporate leadership style, which will be example to others. But it is clear that, the corporate 

leaders of Dhaka the I,;apilall,;ity of Bangladt:sh art: mort: or less unifollned in execution the 

corporate leadership style and choosing any other style. 
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Chapter Five 

Reflection: 

Without any doubt, all the skill learning from this course "Leadership Management" will 

help me navigate in my next life. At this point of my life, T wish to pursue a challenging and 

sportive future where I can imply all the factors I am learning from my different courses under 

the Business Administration Program. Whatever path I choose, I know all these learning 

experiences from the program will have a great influence in my future professional life. 

TItis paper writing has created an opportunity to integrate all the skills ill Business 

Administration program. For this reason, it was possible to expose myself to many different 

techniques and avenues of knowledge in recent leadership management developments. Also I 

had a chance to learn how to utilize the theoretical knowledge in solving the problem and 

analyze prob1em-situation in more practical perspective, while T was writing this paper. For 

example, how to prepare an effective paper, how to analyze the collected data to reach on a 

constructive, progressive decision all these came to me as valuable experiences. In a word, the 

decision making process, analytical skills, communication skills and above all thinking process, 

have created a plrilosopllt:r insidt: Illt: to adapt lu tlris 21 st ~t:IllUlY'l:I It:adt:rslrip managt:IIltmL All 

in all, this paper has updated my past experiences to cope with the present time and cultivated an 

insightful mind to foresee the future challenges in field of leadership management. 
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AF'~e.fl d ix A 
~ lJ rn.: .\ ' () II (' S I i: t 1\': 

Name: 

Designation: 

Org~1I1izatjon: 

QuestiOlUlaire for Leadel'shi~ Style 

Instructions: Please circle/mnrk the one that best matches oj' V()llI know ledge 
and experiences as a leader positi (l l1 in Y(' \II' in stitllli(ln /c(l lllp:l11 V/\\'ork pl ~lq' . 

J. I belong to: 

1. 18 to 2~ ve~ns of age gwup 

2. 30 to 39 \ears of age group 
3. 40 to 49 ~'ears of age group 
··L 50 to 59 years of age group 
.5. 60 years or o lder group 

II . I have been \\ orkillg w.; a Ilwtl:l ge r, le;,dcr pOsili()1J Ill!: 
I. less thall 1 year 
2. 1 to 3 "ears 
3. i~ Lo 9 yems 
4. 10 to IS yeats 
5. 15 years or llwre (write th e Ilulllber) 

III . - I like to provide guidance to .empl oyees ~lbo tlt \\'lwl sll()llid be d()lle 
and how to do it in details . 
I. strongly disngree 

2. disagree 
.3. neutral 
4. agree 
5. strongl y agree 

I V . I prefer to maintain the standmd of petl()I'11WllCe h\ · scll cduling. 
directing myself to Ill )' subordillntes . 
I . strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. neutral 
4. agree 
5. strongly agree 

( . 



V. I do not have confidence on my elllplovees whether thev \vmlld be 
able to do their job if I dOll ' t tel I them what and how to do ill 
person/and or details. 
1. strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. neutral 
4. agree 
5. strongly agree 

VI. I like to show IllV concern tn Il1V suhordinates I()] th eir \\ell hcillQ. nllli . . 

Ir~eds . 

1. strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. neutral 
-4 . agree 
.5. strongly agree 

VII. J treat all employees equal [It w(lrk place . 
1. strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. neutral 
4. agree 
5. strongl}' agree 

VITI. I regard mysel f most frielldl~ ' and arpwaclwhle buss to 111 \ ' 

employees/subordinate orl colleagues . 
I . strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. neutral 
4. agree 
5. strongly agree 

IX . J usually consult 1Jl~ ' el11ployees rir s t \\ he ll th ere arises am pruhlcl11 ill 
the company. 
I . strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. neutral 
4 . agree 
5. strongly agree 

i , 



X. I encourage employees to take r'~'rt in the decision makin g process. 
1. strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. neutml 
4. agree 
5. strongly agree 

Xl. 1 believe serious consideration should be given to th e Clllpl ()\cc's 

ideas when marking decisions. 
I . strongly disflgree 
2 . disagree 
.3 . neutral 
4 . agree 
5. stronglyngree 

XII . Always 1 encourage employee In per 1(11 III ;It th eir hi g. hc' l 1<.:\(' 1. 
t . strongl\' disagree 
2 . disagree 
3. nel.itral 
L.I . agree 
5. ·st-rongi y agr~~- . 

XIII. I strongly believe that setting cl18l1ellgin g guals alld elllph:l si/ ill fl. 
excellence of'elllployee's perfortl18l1ce is (In cIfecti\'e \\' ~\ \ (li 

achieving or organizational gdill. 
1. strongly disagree 
2. disagree 
3. neutral 
4. agree 
5. strongly agree i , 

XIV . Usually Ilike to demonstrate confidence ill e lllpl ()~'ee ::lhilil ics. 
1. strongly disagree 
2 . disagree 
.3 . neutral 
..t. agree 
5. strongly agree 



XV. What I like most about a leader and would consider him/her n , 
successful one? 

" 

! 

XVI. What I like least about a leader and ,"ould cOllsider him/her :1 1:lilure 
one? 

COIl1J11{,llts: (Please lise the back of th e pnge i r ~ ' ()\t need tllore s jl:1 cc ) 

You have now completed this SUl'v{'y. ThallI<. you!!! 

I , 


